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Motivation
Let us take a look at the following natural language processing problem,

Problem (Information retrieval)

Task of retrieving the subset of documents in the large electronic
collection based on the query by user which may be anything from a
single word to a paragraph.

However, we can run into issues when any strategy that simply uses
string matching to select documents,

1 Polysemy, many words have multiple meanings which contain
terms also found in the user’s query is bound to return many
irrelevant documents.

2 Synonymy, many equivalent or closely related meanings can be
conveyed by distinct words which also can be found in the
user’s query is bound to miss many relevant documents.
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Solution : Wordnet
A formal solution known as the wordnet was developed,

a network containing group of similar words, i.e.synsets which
are provided with a brief description known as gloss,
the node of the network, i.e.concept which is expressed by a
group of synonyms(synsets) i.e.sense based on part-of-speech,
and the lines connecting these nodes(concepts) are semantic
relations such as hyponymy, antonymy, part-whole, cause-effect
etc.

Example

Synset referring to the same concept : {car; auto; automobile; ma-
chine; motorcar}
synset described by a gloss: "4-wheeled; usually propelled by an
internal combustion engine".
semantic relation: {cab; taxi; taxicab} is a hyponym
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Representation of wordnet as synsets
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Terms and Terminology
The other important lexical relations based on part-of-speech used in
representation of wordnet are,

noun :
synonym - antonym
hypernyms(ex. color is the hyperenym of red) - hyponym (ex.
bowl is a hyponym of dish)
holonym(ex. building is a holonym of window ) - meronym(ex.
beak and wings are meronym of bird)

verb :
synonym - antonym
hypernym - troponym (ex. to lisp is a troponym to talk )
entailment (ex. to snore entails to sleep)

adjective : modifying the nouns, ex. heavy is the opposite of light
adverb : derived from adjectives with suffixation, for ex. quickly
is the opposite of slowly
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Representation of wordnet as a network
This is an example of noun sense which is represneted as a graph with
nodes(concepts) and lines connecting (relations),
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Example of wordnet UI
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Size of wordnet
The wordnet 3.1 is the latest version of the Princeton wordnet.
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Uses of wordnet
Recall the defintion of the wordnet,

Definition (Wordnet)

WordNetR is a large lexical database of English. Nouns, verbs, ad-
jectives and adverbs are grouped into sets of cognitive synonyms
(synsets), each expressing a distinct concept.

With the above definition, we can list the uses based on each feature of
this large resource,

as an online dictionary because it is a lexical resource
for the task of information retrieval i.e. selection of textual
information pertinent to users’ queries;
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for the task of word sense disambiguation because of
organisation of data in wordnet (set of words with similar
meaning)
Ex : use of word bank in the following sentences
1. Deposit the money in the bank
2. A bank of clouds was building to the northeast
for automatic text classification, where documents are assigned
to one or more thematic categories depending on their content;
in this the conceptual notion of wordnet is the key.
for machine translation as it can be extended to multiple
languages. It is even utilized by Google Translate as a part of the
translation process between languages which possess
WordNets.
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Monolingual to Multilingual
Wordnet is a monolingual lexical resource, however it led to
development of lexical resources in various languages

most widespread and best known ones such as French, German,
Chinese, Spanish or Portuguese
minority languages too, such as Albanian, Kannada, Croatian,
Basque, Catalan and Galician.

Some other multilingual projects are,

EuroWordnet : consisting of european languages wordnets such
as Dutch, Spanish and Italian, which are linked to the English
wordnet.
MultiWordNet : multilingual lexical database in which the Italian
WordNet is strictly aligned with Princeton WordNet 1.6.
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